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Deer boy
Crochet Pattern

A M I G U R U M I  T O Y S  c o l l e c t i o n



MATERIALS:

Colors dark yellow for the hair, 2 shades of red (for the shirt and a 

darker one for the vest), 2 shades of brown (the light for the horns 

and pocket, and dark brown for the shoes), light blue for the pants 

and beige for the face and ears.

Black thread for the eyes, sewing needle, stuffing material, and 

scissors

Little Deer boy is a design toy created by Little Crochet Farm 

especially for the “Amigurumi little toys” collection. 

This toy was crocheted with 100% cotton 4ply yarn. 

Using a 2mm crochet hook and light yarn (around 50g), the 

finished size must be around 10 cm without the horn and 12cm 

with the horn.

The stuffing material used in this toy is hypoallergenic polyester. 

This pattern is for personal use. Sharing information from this 
pattern is prohibited. You may sell items made from this pattern, 
provided credit to Little Crochet Farm as the designer.
If you publish photos of the toys crocheted following this pattern, 
you can use the hashtag #littlecrochetfarm or tag us on Facebook 
or Instagram @littlecrochetfarm. 
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ABBREVIATIONS

Ch chain

Sc single crochet

Hdc half double crochet

Sl slip stitch

Inc increase

Dec decrease



BODY AND HEAD

With brown yarn start

1 row 6sc in a magic ring

2 row 6inc Total 12sts
3 row 12bpsc

4 row 12sc

• Change to blue color yarn

5 and 6 row 12sc

• Cut the yarn, fasten off and make another one following the 

same instructions.

• Don’t fasten off the second leg. Connect the two legs by 

inserting the loop of the needle inside one stitch of the first leg, 

following,

7 row 24sc (12 from each leg)

8 row (3sc, 1inc) repeat 6 times Total 30sts
9 to 11 row 30sc

• Change to red color yarn

12 row 30blsl

13 row 30blsc

14 row (13sc, 1dec) repeat 2 times Total 28sts
15 row (12sc, 1dec) repeat 2 times Total 26sts
16 row (11sc, 1dec) repeat 2 times Total 24sts
17 row (10sc, 1dec) repeat 2 times Total 22sts
18 row (9sc, 1dec) repeat 2 times Total 20sts

• Change to skin color tone of your choice, and from here we will 

start creating the head.
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19 row 20blsl

• For row 20, you will work in the remaining front loop of the row 

18. It’s easy to see. Is the one in red right under the slip stitch in 

beige.

20 row FL(6sc, 2 inc, 2sc, 2 inc) repeat 2 times Total 28sts

NOTE: 2 inc = 3sc in same stitch

21 row (8sc, 2inc, 4sc, 2inc) repeat 2 times Total 36sts
22 row (9sc, 2inc, 6sc, 2inc) repeat 2 times, 2sc Total 44sts
23 to 31 row 44sc

32 row (9sc, 2dec, 5sc, 2dec) repeat 2 times Total 36sts

NOTE: 2dec = 1invDEC following by another invDEC (4sts 
becoming 2)

33 row (7sc, 2dec, 3sc, 2dec) repeat 2 times Total 28sts
34 row (5sc, 2dec, 1sc, 2dec) repeat 2 times Total 20sts
35 row (6sc, 2dec) repeat 2 times Total 16sts

• Stop here for finish stuffing the toy.

36 row (4sc, 2dec) repeat 2 times Total 12sts

Cut the yarn and fasten off.

NOTE: here, in the last string of the hair, it won’t have a stitch to 
skip. So, just make the slip stitch in the last available stitch of the 
row.
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HAIR
With light yellow yarn start,

1 row 6sc in a magic ring

2 row 6inc Total 12sts

3 row (4sc, 2inc, 2inc) repeat 2 times Total 20sts

4 row (6sc, 2 inc, 2sc, 2 inc) repeat 2 times Total 28sts

5 row (8sc, 2inc, 4sc, 2inc) repeat 2 times Total 36sts

6 row (9sc, 2inc, 6sc, 2inc) repeat 2 times, 2sc Total 44sts

7 to 9 row 44sc

10 row (chain 7, skp 1, 6sc, skp st, sl) repeat 10 times, (chain3, 

1sc) repeat 9 times, (chain 7, skp 1, 6sc, skp 1 st, sl) repeat 8 times

NOTE: here, in the last string of the hair, it won’t have a stitch to 
skip. So, just make the slip stitch in the last available stitch of the 
row.

• Cut the yarn, fasten off and leave a tail for sewing.

ARMS
With beige yarn of your choice start,

1 row 5sc in a magic ring

2 row 5inc Total 10sts
3 and 4 row 10sc

• Change to red color yarn

5 row 10blsl

6 row 10blsc

7 to 9 row 10sc

• Cut the yarn, fasten off and leave a tail for sewing. 

• Make two following the same instructions.
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EARS
With same color of the face start,

1 row 3sc in a magic ring

2 row 3inc total 6sts
3 row (1sc, 1inc) repeat 3 times total 9sts
4 and 5 row 9sc

6 row (1sc, 1dec) repeat 3 times Total 6sts
7 row 6sc

• Cut the yarn, fasten off and leave a tail for sewing.

• Make another one following the same instructions

HORNS

With the light brown start,

1 row 6sc in a magic ring

2 and 3 row 6sc

• Cut the yarn, fasten off and make 2 more.

• Don’t fasten off the third one, instead, make one more row

4 row (of the third horn) 6sc

• For row 5, you will crochet together one finished horn with the 

one you are working with in the first 3 stitches of the row.

• Fold the finished horn in half (the horn has 6 stitches in the row, 

when you fold the row in half, you will have 3 stitches in one 

side and 3 stitches on the other side). Take two stitches of the 

finished horn, with one stitch of the main horn you are currently 

working, and make a single crochet. Repeat this process for 2 

more times. 

5 row 3sc (connecting the finished horn), 3sc remaining of 

the row.
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6 to 9 row 6sc

10 row 3sc (connecting with the other finished horn), 3sc r

emaining of the row

11 row 6sc

• Cut the yarn, fasten off and leave a tail for sewing

• Make another one following the same instructions.

VEST
With the dark red, chain 32, skip the first 2 chains and start,

1 to 4 row 30hdc, chain 2 and turn

5 row 4hdc, chain 7, skip 7, 8hdc, chain 7, skip 7, 4hdc, 

chain 2

6 row 3hdc in the first stitch, 28sc, 3hdc in the last stitch.

• Cut the yarn and fasten off.
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ASSEMBLY

1. Place the hair on top of the head and sew around the head 

between rows 29 and 30. Or where you think is symmetrical to 

you.

Tip: use pins to fasten the details before sewing. This will help the 
detail not to move around and changing slightly the initial position 
while sewing.

2. The hair strings will be all over the place! Leave it for now, and 
sew the ears.

3. Sew the ears in row 26, 27 and 28. 

4. Now, sew the hair strings on his head. You don’t need to sew 

the front part (the 3 chains and single crochet). Just the long 

ones. Sew it 1 stitch before the end of the string, so it have some 

“curl” effect at the end.

5. Sew the horns 2 in the hair, rows above the ears.

6. Sew the arms at row 17.

7. Embroider the eyes in row 25 with 4 stitches between them.

Final touch, the pocket!

With light brown, chain 33, skip first chain and start

1 row 18sl, chain2, 3hdc, chain 2, 11sl

• Cut the yarn, fasten off and attach it around his waist.
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Congratulations!!! 

Your toy is ready!

Thank you very much for choosing this pattern!

If you are happy with your result, share with us on social media 

@littlecrochetfarm. Or use the hashtag #littlecrochetfarm

I will be very happy to see it! 
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https://www.pinterest.com/littlecrochetfarm/

https://www.instagram.com/littlecrochetfarm/

https://littlecrochetfarm.com/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPsiZymoUyoNSKgL5l2iPMQ

https://www.pinterest.com/littlecrochetfarm
https://www.instagram.com/littlecrochetfarm/
https://thenomadknot.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPsiZymoUyoNSKgL5l2iPMQ

